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Abstract
The paper contrasts results obtained by the partially factored limit state design method and a more advanced
Random Finite Difference Method (RFDM) in a benchmark problem of slope stability analysis with variable
undrained shear strength. Local Average Subdivision method was used to simulate the non-Gaussian random
variables. The key difference between the methods is that RFDM takes into account spatial variability of soil
parameters allowing slope failure to occur naturally along the path of least resistance. The probabilistic method
leads to predictions of the "probability of slope failure" as opposed to the more traditional "factor of safety"
measure of slope safety in the limit state design method; however, they give significant different results
depending on the level of the variability. Analyses conducted using Monte Carlo Simulation show that the same
partial factor can have very different levels of risk depending on the degree of uncertainty of the mean value of
the soil shear strength. Calibration studies show the partial factor necessary to achieve target probability values.
Keywords: slope stability analysis, probabilistic analysis, limit state design, soil spatial variability, monte carlo
simulation
1. Introduction
It is well recognized that the soil variability has a significant effect on the stability of slopes. However, in
practice, the variability is not considered properly in routine slope stability analysis. This is due mainly to the
fact that the effects of soil variability are complex and difficult to quantify. Furthermore, most of the available
slope stability analysis computer programs, used in practice, are unable to consider the factors. Traditionally, the
geotechnical engineering community deals with the uncertainties by applying a factor of safety or considering a
relatively large permissible stability ratio (e.g., Terzaghi, 1996). However, using a global factor of safety, the
variability of different sources of uncertainties is not accountable. Currently, the geotechnical community is
preoccupied with the transition from an overall safety factor to limit state design method with partial factors (e.g.,
BS EN 1997, 2004). The design values of the material properties are obtained by applying factors to the
characteristic values. The selection of appropriate partial factor values to achieve the required reliability level is
introduced in Eurocode 7 through various design approaches.
Although the limit state design method has some advantages comparing to the traditional factor of safety method,
however, the methods generally called ‘deterministic’ which cannot simulate the degree of soil variability. The
limitation of the traditional methods is shown in Figure 1, where all the three cases have same factor of safety as
a ratio of the load to resistance, but have different probability of failures (shown as hatched area in the figure).
An alternative method based directly on the probabilistic methods can be used to assess the reliability level of
the design. Eurocode 7 does not provide any guidance on the direct use of fully probabilistic reliability methods.
However, EN1990 states that the information provided in Annex C, which includes guidance on the reliability
index values, may be used as a basis for probabilistic design methods.
The research presented in this paper focuses on investigation and quantifying the influence of soil variability on
slope stability using probabilistic analysis. A random field generation technique using Local Average Subdivision
(LAS) method (Fenton & Vanmarcke, 1990) in conjunction with finite difference method is used for reliability
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analysis off a slope in Moonte Carlo fram
mework.

Figuure 1. Possible load (S) and rresistance (R) ddistributions (G
Green, 1989)
2. Modelin
ng Soil Spatiaal Variability
The soil vvariability is quantified
q
by iits mean, coeffficient of varriation and scaale of fluctuattion (or correlation
distance). Having statistiically characteerized a soil layyer based on ddata obtained aat discrete locaations, it is posssible
to generatee random fieldd predictions off the spatial vaariability acrosss the entire sitte.
The presennt strategy geenerates random
m fields usingg the Local A
Average Subdivvision methodd. The algorith
hm is
broken dow
wn into the folllowing basic ssteps (Hicks & Spencer, 2010):
1.

L
LAS generates a square 2D issotropic standaard normal ranndom field. Thhe field is geneerated by unifo
ormly
suubdividing thee domain into square cells, m
maintaining thhe mean valuee of the subdivvided cells thrrough
uppward averagging, with eacch cell value spatially corrrelated with its neighbourrs based upon an
exxponential Maarkov covariannce function. This is given byy
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w
where β is thee covariance, τ is the lag ddistances in thee vertical and hhorizontal direections.

2. An annisotropic fielld is generatedd by squashinng the isotropiic field; i.e., ppreserving θ h in the horizo
ontal
plane while compreessing θ in tthe vertical diirection to beccome θ v .
3. The aanisotropic fieeld is transfoormed from a standard normal distributtion to anothher distribution by
using a suitable traansformation, i.e., for lognoormal conversiion:

X ( x ) = exp{μ lnn X + σ ln X Z ((x )}

(2)

where X((x) defines the centroid of th
the random fielld cell and Z((x) is the locaal average for a random field
d cell
at locationn x . An exam
mple of a randdom field for a two-dimensioonal soil domaain is illustrateed in Figure 2. The
dark cells have higher values of cu , whereas the light cells haave lower valuues for the prrescribed statisstical
characterisstics.
3. Random
m Finite Diffeerence Method
d (RFDM)
Although the Random Finite
F
Elementt Method (RFE
EM) has been around in varrious guises siince the 1980ss, the
technique was developeed by (Fentonn & Griffiths, 1993; Griffithhs & Fenton, 1993) in the 1990s. It invo
olves
mapping a random fieldd onto a finite element meshh and subsequeent analysis off the problem by finite elem
ments.
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Similar appproach is usedd here. The ranndom field is generated usinng MATLAB (MATLAB, 20012). The map
pping
of the propperties involvees assigning eaach random fieeld cell value to a finite diffference, or sam
mpling point within
w
the elemennt, thus mappping the spatiaal variation of the properties to the deteerministic finiite difference (FD)
analysis. D
Due to the rangge of possible random fields,, the analysis iis carried out w
within a Montee Carlo framew
work,
where, in each realizatiion, the randoom field is maapped onto thhe FD domainn, a determinisstic FD analyssis is
undertakenn, and the requuired measure oof performancce is recorded.

Figure 2. An example of ranndom field sim
mulation using Local Averagee Subdivisiob method.
Meanwhilee, the spatial variability of undrained sheear strength, cu , was modelled by it coeffficient of variation
(COV) andd scale of flucctuation θ . Inn the interest oof generality, tthe scale of fluuctuation was normalized by the
slope heigght H, i.e., θ / H , while thee mean value of cu was exxpressed in teerms of a dimeensionless stab
bility
coefficientt, Ns, similar to Taylor (19377) stability num
mber as

Ns =

μc
γH

(3)

u

where μcu = the mean value of cu , γ = unit weightt of soil; and H =slope heigght.

Figure 3 shhows a typicall finite differennce mesh for a 1:1 cohesivee slope with β = 45 and D = 2. An element
size of 1m
m is adopted foor the finite diffference mesh in the figure. The input parrameters for thhe parametric study
s
are summaarized in Tablee 1. Probabilisstic analysis off a cohesive sllope problem uusing the RFEM were previo
ously
conductedd by Griffiths and Fenton (2004). Howeever, the currrent parametriic studies extent their work by
investigatiing slopes witth different geeometry. The current study also aim at ddeveloping a sset of probabiilistic
stability chharts, which caan be used for a preliminary estimate of prrobability of faailure Pf .




Figure 3.
3 Typical finitee difference m
mesh for a 1:1 ccohesive slope ( β = 45 , D
Table 1. Innput parameterrs for parametrric studies

Parameeters
β
D
Ns

COV
θ /H

Input valu
ues
14o, 18.4o, 26.6o, 45o
1, 2, 3
0.1, 0.2, 0.33, 0.4, 0.5
0.1, 0.3, 0.55, 1.0
0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10
25
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4. Probab
bilistic Analysiis Results
Figure 4 shhows the effecct of varying tthe number of realizations off Monte Carloo simulation onn the probabiliity of
failure thaat starts to converge at 2,0000 realizations. Further increm
ment in the nuumber of realizzations causes only
minor channges in the ressults.

Figure 4. Efffect of numbeer of realizationns on probabiliity of failure (C
COV=0.5, θ / H

= 1)

were conductedd using limit state
Prior to thhe probabilistiic analyses, ddeterministic ffinite differencce analyses w
design metthod accordingg to the materiial factors definned in Eurocodde 7. The resuults are summarrized in Table 2.
Table 2. Faactor of safetyy for slope stabbility analysis uusing limit statte design methhod in Eurocodde 7
Ns

μ c (kPaa)

FOS (F
FDM)

0.1

20

0.55

0.2

40

1.10

0.3

60

1.65

0.4

80

2.15

0.5

100

2.70

S for each parrametric groupp described inn Table 1, the influence of each
Based on 2,000 realizattions of MCS
parameter on the estimaated Pf is invvestigated. Figgures 5 and 6 show the effeects of varyingg COV on Pf for
different vvalues of θ / H with Ns fixeed at 0.2 and 00.3, respectivelly.

Figure 5. Effect of CO
OV on probability of failure for different vvalues of θ / H with Ns=0.2 ( β = 45 , D
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In general, Pf increasees as COV inccreases (i.e. inccreasing variabbility in cu ). When Ns=0.22 and FOS =1.10 in
determinisstic analysis (i..e. marginally stable slope), Pf increases significantly aas COV increaases from 0.1 to 0.3
m 0.3 to 0.5, which
w
θ / H . However, thee increase in Pf becomes leesser as COV increases from
is the uppeer bound valuee for COV sugggested in the literature (Phooon & Kulhaw
wy, 1996). On the other hand
d, for
the slope w
with Ns=0.3 annd FOS=1.65 (i.e. a stable sllope), the rate of increase inn Pf as COV increases from
m 0.1
for all valuues of

to 0.3 is smaller than that observedd for slope with Ns=0.2. H
However, Pf increases signnificantly as COV
increases ffrom 0.5 to 1.00. Figures 7 annd 8 show the eeffect of varyinng

θ / H on Pf for differrent values of COV

with Ns fiixed at 0.2 andd 0.3, respectivvely. Two diffferent trends arre obvious, whhich are depenndent on the values
COV, i.e. Pf either increases or ddecreases as θ / H increasses. For Ns = 0.2, Pf inncreases as θ / H
V=0.3, 0.5 andd 1.0. On the other
θ / H increasees when COV
hand, for N
Ns=0.3, Pf increases
i
as θ / H increasees when COV=
=0.1, 0.3 and 00.5, but Pf ddecreases as θ / H
increases w
when COV=00.1, but Pf ddecreases as
increases w
when COV=1.0.

Figure 6. Effect of CO
OV on probability of failure for different vvalues of θ / H with Ns=0.3 ( β = 45  , D

V with Ns=0.2 ( β = 45 , D
Figure 77. Effect of θ / H on probabbility of failuree for different vvalues of COV
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Figure 88. Effect of θ / H on probabbility of failuree for different vvalues of COV
V with Ns=0.3 ( β = 45 , D

=2)

Figure 9 shhows the plotss of Pf versuus FOS for diffferent degrees of anisotropy (i.e. θ h / θ v ) w
with COV=0.5. It is
observed tthat the curves intersect at FOS ~ 1.4. W
When FOS < 11.42, the isotrropic assumptiion leads to higher
estimate of Pf conservaative. In contraast, when FOS
S>1.4, the isotrropic case beccomes unconseervative, as a lower
V and
Pf is estiimated. Howevver, the effectss are small compared to thee effects of varriation in the vvalues of COV
θ /H.

o failure versuus factor of safety for differeent degrees of anisotropy witth COV=0.5 an
nd
Figure 99. Probability of
Ns=0.3 ( β = 45  , D = 2 )
5. Conclussion
The random finite differrence method w
was used to innvestigate the iinfluence of sooil variability oon the reliabiliity of
a cohesivee soil slope. Thhe spatial variaability of the sooil shear strenggth was modelled by the coeffficient of variation
and the scaale of fluctuatiion using Locaal Average Subbdivision methhod.

P
The resultts of analyses indicated thatt both COV annd θ / H havve a significannt effect on thee estimated f . It
P
P
was generaally found thatt, f increased as COV inccreased. Howeever, as θ / H increases, f either decre
eased
or increaseed, depending on the values of COV, Ns annd slope geom
metry.
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